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pe It all began on a lovely,  ordinary day in the depth of the Jungle. The untouched 
wilderness was a mere playground for the many kinds of fauna it housed. The 
Monkeys themselves lived in its embrace, too, protected by trees that seemed 
to grow high enough to touch the sky and the Ocean surrounding the Island 
from all sides.  

Most of the monkeys busied themselves by napping, grooming each other, 
or even just playing amongst the thick foliage. A banana flew through the air, 
landing on one of the thicker-trunked trees with a ‘plop’. The one who threw it 
left after it, chattering happily as the snack was still (mostly) in one piece. 

It was peaceful, as always… 

Was, that is. 

Slowly, it started. Miles away from the Island, the Ocean itself came alive. At 
first, it was calm, with only a small layer of white foam rising to the surface. A 
low rumbling alerted the nearby fish that something odd was happening. 

More and more bubbles appeared, the noise growing louder as the Ocean began 
to shake, swaying from side to side. The waves became rougher and rougher, 
almost as if a sudden storm had hit, though the sky was clear: there was not a 
single cloud in sight.

Once again, just for a second, it was silent: and then something shot up from 
the very middle of the water, right where it was its angriest. It flew high into the 
air, heading towards the Island at the speed of light.
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Those who didn’t, however, darted curiously to the edge of the Island. In unison, 
they looked up at the sky, watching as a strange object tore through the sky. It 
landed in the soft sand, crashing against it in a mess of dust and smoke.

The monkeys approached the strange item nestled in the sand as the air 
cleared slowly. It gave off a vibrant green light that was almost too bright to look 
into, yet they couldn’t turn their gazes away. 

One of the monkeys threw caution out the window and poked at the strange 
thing, screaming at the slimy residue it left on his hand. Slowly, it tugged some 
seaweed off the object, revealing a couple of starfish sticking to it for dear life.

Clearly, it had come from the Ocean.

But just… what was it, really? 

Another tap and a strange ‘popping’ noise were followed by the object splitting 
open, revealing a… fruit? 

Even the inside of the strange item was glowing, though it looked edible…which 
is why another monkey ran towards it, eating it in one go.

It burped, loud and clear and then sat down on the ground, content. 

However, slowly, something happened to it. 

Somehow, its behaviour changed, just like many others. 

Almost as if they had become human. 
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politicians asking for votes and even hipsters smoking in makeshift sheds 
that functioned as cafés. A few others merely existed in a strange state: it 
was rumoured that the radiation from the strange fruit had messed with their 
system. 

In what seemed like a very short time, a City was built from nothing: the Jungle 
they called it. However, not everyone was content with living there. A few 
scientists wanted to know what had caused their peaceful kin to twist into such 
odd creatures. They lay low in the Hideout, a laboratory created with the sole 
purpose of researching this dramatic, perhaps too-abrupt evolution. Amongst 
their ranks, there were even monkeys who wished to turn their kind back into 
the mere animals they once had been. 

After all, they feared for the fate of the Island. Outside The Jungle, their old 
home was withering away due to the rapid changes in the needs of their 
‘people’. Apes who had lived outside of the zone, still as animalistic as before, 
were captured and fed the fruit by force to create more labourers, only to be 
sent back outside to work so that the City could be expanded.

It was a merciless circle that quite a few frowned upon. 

Amongst those who wished to seek the truth were Blip and his friend, Chip. 
The best detectives of the Banana Task Force Ape, founded by the scientists, 
the two wanted to venture back onto the new closed-off beach where it had all 
started. However, their journey won’t be so easy, for not everyone wants things 
to go back to the way they once were. This life is comfortable for many, after all, 
so why throw it away? 
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for the first time, they were kidnapped, taken to a monkey ranch, and held 
captive by enemies who had yet to show their faces…

Perhaps they should have stayed in the City. Perhaps, they should have been 
sneakier. It’s hard to say when most monkeys don’t even want to know where 
the fruit that had made them this way had come from. 

However, change is in the air.

Far away, the rumbling sound continues in the middle of the Ocean. Bubbles 
rise to the surface once more…

And then it all just stops. 


